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Other research suggests that the other-race effect may stem 
from different types of categorization elicited by SR versus OR 
faces due to their respective status as ingroup and outgroup mem-
bers (Levin, 1996, 2000; Hugenberg and Sacco, 2008) or majority 
and minority groups (Chiao et al., 2006). Outgroup members are 
generally perceived to have more in common with each other and 
to possess fewer unique personality attributes relative to ingroup 
members, a phenomenon known as the outgroup homogeneity 
effect (Park and Rothbart, 1982; Judd and Park, 1988; Mullen and 
Hu, 1989; Ostrom and Sedikides, 1992). As a result, perceivers 
are more likely to make a variety of distinctive social attribu-
tions for ingroup individuals, an elaborative encoding strategy 

INTRODUCTION
The ability to recognize the faces of others is an important skill in 
human society. However, this skill does not benefit all faces equally. 
The other-race effect refers to the robust phenomenon wherein 
recognition memory is less accurate for other-race faces than for 
same-race faces (henceforth referred to as OR faces and SR faces, 
respectively). There has been much debate over what causes poorer 
memory for OR faces. Several perceptual and social factors that 
may contribute to the other-race effect have been identified in prior 
investigations.

One potential factor is perceptual expertise. According to 
 perceptual expertise accounts of the other-race effect, a perceiver’s 
greater experience with SR relative to OR faces can lead to dif-
ficulty encoding the physical dimensions along which OR faces 
tend to differ from one another (Valentine, 1991; Chiroro and 
Valentine, 1995; Furl et al., 2002; Walker and Hewstone, 2006). 
This asymmetric expertise results in encoding for OR faces that 
places an insufficient emphasis on individuating physiognomic 
information, or facial attributes that distinguish a given face 
from others faces of the same social group1. Training in percep-
tual individuation (i.e., learning to identify and encode such 
person-specific attributes of a face) has been shown to alleviate 
the other-race effect, lending credence to this account (Tanaka 
and Pierce, 2009).
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1In the social-cognitive literature, the term individuation is sometimes used to refer 
to the retrieval of personalized biographical information and episodic traces from 
memory (i.e., Macrae and Bodenhausen, 2000). By contrast, here we use individua-
tion to refer to the extraction of person-specific facial information, as is typical in 
research on face processing (i.e., Mason and Macrae, 2004; Scott et al., 2006; Hu-
genberg et al., 2007; Tanaka and Pierce, 2009). The exact number or type of dimen-
sions used in the individuation process is unknown. In some studies, individuation 
has been linked specifically to the processing of configural information rather than 
isolated facial features (e.g., Mason and Macrae, 2004). However, both configural 
and featural processing contribute to face recognition, and other-race effects have 
been found for both types of information (Hayward et al., 2008). Thus, it seems 
likely that individuation can be accomplished via any physiognomic information – 
including featural information – that distinguishes a given face from others.
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that typically aids face memory (Craik and Lockhart, 1972; 
Bower and Karlin, 1974; Chance and Goldstein, 1981). In other 
words, OR face encoding can emphasize not only race-specifying 
physiognomic attributes, but also stereotype-congruent social or 
personality attributes, which are not helpful for discriminating 
among old and new OR faces later. In support of such social-
cognitive accounts of the other-race effect, several studies have 
found better memory for ingroup relative to outgroup faces in 
situations in which perceptual expertise did not differ between 
groups (MacLin and Malpass, 2001; Bernstein et al., 2007; Shriver 
et al., 2008).

Disambiguating contributions of perceptual expertise to the 
other-race effect from those of outgroup categorization has proven 
difficult for multiple reasons. One key reason is that these contribut-
ing factors may not operate independently from one another. For 
example, perceptual expertise may play a causal role in determin-
ing the level of abstraction at which a face is categorized, such as 
whether the face is viewed primarily as an individual or prima-
rily as a member of a certain racial group. In this way, perceptual 
and social factors may create and maintain the other-race effect 
through a cycle wherein perceptual homogenization encourages 
social homogenization. Indeed, perceptual training in OR face rec-
ognition was recently found to reduce implicit social stereotyping 
to a degree that correlated across-subjects with levels of reduction 
in the other-race effect (Lebrecht et al., 2009). Thus, differences 
in face recognition that appear to be a direct result of perceptual 
expertise may partially or entirely reflect downstream effects of 
social-cognitive processes.

Our ability to explain the other-race effect has also been limited 
by a reliance on behavioral measures. As described above, candidate 
contributing factors have been identified by examining situations 
that lead to improvements in OR face recognition (e.g., expertise 
training), or by examining situations that impair memory by co-
opting aspects of the SR/OR distinction (e.g., using SR faces that 
belong to an outgroup). From the extant findings, it is unclear 
whether these manipulations influence face recognition via the 
same mechanisms operative during the other-race effect. In one 
study, for example, college students showed superior memory for 
faces labeled as students from their own university relative to faces 
that were labeled as students from another university (Bernstein 
et al., 2007). However, this “other-university effect” and similar 
findings may or may not share underlying mechanisms with typical 
instances of the other-race effect.

Neuroimaging techniques hold promise for addressing the above 
concerns because neural measures can potentially implicate spe-
cific mechanisms of face encoding. The present study advances 
this goal using the subsequent-memory technique, in which brain 
activity during encoding is compared for items subsequently 
remembered relative to items subsequently forgotten (Paller and 
Wagner, 2002). This technique makes it possible to identify neural 
correlates of encoding activity known as differences due to subse-
quent-memory performance, or Dm, which index pivotal encoding 
operations that determine whether or not memory formation will 
ultimately be successful. In the present study, we examined Dm 
for faces using event-related potentials (ERPs) extracted from the 
electroencephalogram. Dm for OR faces, in particular, can reveal 
which aspects of encoding go awry, and to our knowledge has not 

been  investigated previously. In addition to providing insights into 
 neural mechanisms of the other-race effect, such findings can allow 
future research to examine the extent to which these mechanisms 
are the same as those responsible for other memory biases such 
as minimal outgroup memory impairments (e.g., Bernstein et al., 
2007; Shriver et al., 2008). In this way, identifying Dm for OR faces 
may constitute an initial step toward disentangling perceptual and 
social contributions to the other-race effect.

In previous ERP studies, subsequent-memory effects have 
been observed for a variety of stimuli, including faces, words, 
and objects (e.g., Sommer et al., 1991, 1995, 1997; for reviews, see 
Wagner et al., 1999; Paller and Wagner, 2002). In most cases, Dm 
takes the form of a widespread positivity on the scalp approxi-
mately 400–600 ms after stimulus onset, such that ERPs are 
relatively more positive for subsequently remembered than for 
subsequently forgotten items2. These effects have been ascribed to 
semantic elaboration, a process by which information extracted 
from the current stimulus becomes meaningfully integrated 
with other knowledge (Paller et al., 1987; Paller and Kutas, 1992; 
Wagner et al., 1999). Indeed, this late positive Dm has been absent 
in studies using semantically deprived stimuli such as pseudow-
ords and abstract drawings (Van Petten and Senkfor, 1996; Otten 
et al., 2007). The Dm literature thus suggests that trial-to-trial 
variations in semantic elaboration during the encoding of mean-
ingful stimuli influence which stimuli will later be remembered, 
consistent with long-standing evidence that deeper processing 
leads to superior memory. However, OR faces represent a stimu-
lus category for which depth-of-processing at encoding does not 
always benefit memory. Memory for OR faces has been found 
to be similar or worse under deep relative to shallow encoding 
conditions (Rhodes et al., 2009; Stahl et al., 2010), though only in 
White perceivers (Anthony et al., 1992). An unexplored possibil-
ity, then, is that Dm may differ for SR and OR faces. For example, 
if OR faces do not always receive sufficient individuation due to 
perceivers’ lack of expertise, then encoding may sometimes fail 
before elaborative encoding can be attempted.

Previous findings provide information about electrophysiologi-
cal correlates of candidate perceptual and social-cognitive factors 
that may be relevant to the other-race effect. To examine ERP cor-
relates of perceptual expertise, Tanaka and Pierce (2009) recorded 
ERPs to OR faces before and after expertise training. Increases in 
occipito-temporal N250 potentials after training correlated across-
subjects with improvements in OR face memory. Similar potentials 
appear to relate to expertise with non-face categories as well (Scott 
et al., 2006). N250 potentials are also greater for familiar relative 
to unfamiliar faces, both when that familiarity is acquired in the 
experimental setting and for faces depicting pre-experimentally 
known individuals (Schweinberger et al., 1995, 2002; Herzmann 
et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2006; Kaufmann et al., 2009). Together, 
these findings suggest that N250 potentials reflect expertise with 
processing faces in an individuating manner. N170 potentials 

2While most studies examining Dm have used linked mastoids or earlobes as a re-
ference, some have used the average of all electrodes across the scalp. In such cases, 
the same Dm can manifest as a bipolar pattern with ERPs that are more positive to 
later-remembered relative to later-forgotten stimuli at frontocentral sites, but more 
negative to later-remembered stimuli at occipito-temporal sites (i.e., Sommer et al., 
1991, 1995, 1997).
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and OR conditions; rather, comparable other-race effects were 
found whether testing was conducted with African–American or 
Caucasian–American participants.

EXPERIMENT 1
METHODS
Participants
A total of 18 adult females (undergraduate students 19–22 years 
of age, M = 20.61, SD = 0.85) participated in the experiment and 
received monetary compensation. All identified their race as White 
or Caucasian. Data from an additional four participants were col-
lected but were excluded from analyses due to excessive ocular 
artifacts (n = 3) and data corruption (n = 1).

Stimuli
A set of 360 color photographs of adult male faces was complied 
from multiple sources (Phillips et al., 1998, 2000; Golby et al., 
2001; Minear and Park, 2004). Photographs were cropped to dis-
play the face, neck, and hair, with background and clothing cues 
removed. There were 144 White faces, 144 Black faces, 24 East 
Asian faces, 24 South Asian faces, and 24 Hispanic faces. Subsets 
of 120 of the White and Black faces were randomly chosen for SR 
(all White) and OR1 (all Black) conditions. The remaining 120 
faces comprised the OR5 condition (24 faces from each racial 
group). Examples of faces in the SR, OR1, and OR5 conditions 
are depicted in Figure 1. For half of the subjects, random subsets 
of 24 White and Black faces were exchanged between the OR5 and 
SR/OR1 conditions. An additional 30 faces were used as buffers. 

have also been linked to expertise (e.g., Tanaka and Curran, 2001; 
Gauthier et al., 2003), though some evidence suggests that they 
may reflect expertise with category level rather than individual-
level processing (Scott et al., 2006; but see Walker et al., 2008). Yet 
other studies have found greater occipito-temporal P2 potentials 
for SR relative to OR faces (Stahl et al., 2008, 2010), which may 
reflect greater or more effective extraction of configural (Boutsen 
et al., 2006; Latinus and Taylor, 2006; Mercure et al., 2008) and 
sometimes featural information (Mercure et al., 2008) from SR 
faces. However, it is unclear whether these potentials correlate with 
subsequent memory for OR faces.

Previous research has also identified ERPs that may index race-
based attentional biases that influence the extent to which OR 
faces are individuated (Ito and Urland, 2003, 2005; Dickter and 
Bartholow, 2007; Kubota and Ito, 2007; Willadsen-Jensen and Ito, 
2008; He et al., 2009). For example, Kubota and Ito (2007) found 
that N200 potentials were greater in amplitude for SR compared 
to OR faces in White participants performing a race categorization 
task. Furthermore, regression analyses revealed that the greater the 
magnitude of the SR N200 enhancement across participants, the 
slower race was categorized for SR relative to OR faces. N200 may 
thus reflect the processing of individuating attributes that interfere 
with race categorization. However, the relationship between these 
ERPs and subsequent memory for OR faces remains to be directly 
explored. In addition, a possibility that has been underappreci-
ated thus far is that frontocentral N200 potentials may partially or 
entirely reflect the same processes underlying occipito-temporal 
P2 potentials as described above. P2 potentials are thought to 
be particularly sensitive to the extraction of configural informa-
tion from faces, which is widely believed to be important for face 
individuation. Interestingly, studies reporting race-related modu-
lations in N200 potentials have generally used a mastoid refer-
ence, while studies reporting P2 differences by race have used an 
average reference. Given that a mastoid reference tends to project 
focal occipito-temporal activity to frontocentral midline, choice 
of reference electrode may determine the extent to which neural 
activity manifests primarily as a frontocentral negativity (N200) 
or an occipito-temporal positivity (P2). Examination of the same 
data using both mastoid and average references would therefore 
be informative.

The present study included analyses of ERPs that have previously 
been shown to be race-sensitive in conjunction with subsequent-
memory analyses in order to better understand their mnemonic 
significance. The study was conducted with Caucasian–Americans, 
as this group has consistently produced the other-race effect in 
previous research (for review, see Meissner and Brigham, 2001). 
These participants completed study-test blocks with three differ-
ent conditions. In the SR condition, all faces were White; in the 
OR1 condition, all faces were Black; and in the OR5 condition, faces 
were drawn from five racial groups. The OR1 and OR5 conditions 
were included as an initial step toward examining the generaliz-
ability of observed ERP modulations by target race, and to allow 
us to examine effects of race heterogeneity. Data analyses included 
both mastoid-reference and average-reference ERPs. A validation 
experiment was included to show that the specific face stimuli used 
in the OR1 condition do not yield poorer recognition memory 
simply because of some other bias in stimulus factors across SR 

FIGURE 1 | Sample stimuli from the SR (top), OR1 (middle), and OR5 
(bottom) conditions.
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scale, with button 1 indicating that the face was highly likely to be 
remembered, button 2 indicating the face was somewhat likely to 
be remembered, button 3 indicating that the face was somewhat 
unlikely to be remembered, and button 4 indicating that the face 
was highly unlikely to be remembered. Each face was displayed for 
2500 ms with a 1000-ms ISI.

In the test phase, participants were informed that they would be 
shown faces from the most recent study phase and unstudied faces 
that had not been presented at all in the experiment. Participants used 
four buttons to categorize each stimulus as old or new using response 
categories based on the “Remember/Know” paradigm (Gardiner and 
Rosalind, 1993). Button 1 corresponded to a “Remember” response, 
indicating that the participant remembered at least one specific con-
textual detail from the study-phase episode with that face. Buttons 2 
and 3 corresponded to high- and low-confidence “Know” judgments, 
respectively, indicating recognition of the face in the absence of any 
corresponding contextual details. Button 4 corresponded to a “New” 
response, indicating that the face was unstudied. Stimulus presenta-
tion time and ISI were the same as in the study phase.

Event-related potentials were extracted from scalp electroen-
cephalographic recordings from 59 tin electrodes embedded in an 
elastic cap. Locations approximated standard 10–20 system loca-
tions, some labeled with an additional letter when slightly shifted (a 
for anterior, p for posterior, i for inferior, or s for superior). Voltage 
was referenced to a right mastoid electrode and re-referenced offline 
to averaged mastoids for primary analyses. For analyses of occipito-
temporal ERPs (N170, P2, and N250), voltage was re-referenced 
to the average of the entire set of recordings. The electrooculo-
gram was recorded from four additional channels using electrodes 
below the center of each eye and on each outer canthus. Electrode 
impedance was below 5 k!. Signals were recorded with a band 
pass of 0.05–200 Hz, and sampled at a rate of 1000 Hz (Neuroscan 
synamps). Each 1100-ms averaging epoch began 200 ms prior to 
stimulus onset. Mean prestimulus amplitudes were subtracted to 
correct for baseline variability. Epochs containing electroocular or 
other artifacts were excluded from ERP analyses (7.8%, SE = 0.75). 
Statistical comparisons were performed using repeated-measures 
ANOVA (criterion p = 0.05) with Geisser–Greenhouse correction 
for non-sphericity where appropriate.

RESULTS
Recognition memory
Table 1 depicts memory performance for each of the three condi-
tions and each possible response in the recognition test. Because 
20% of the faces in the heterogeneous OR5 condition were White 
(SR) faces, all analyses for this condition were conducted after 
excluding data from these faces.

For the high-confidence recognition responses that participants 
made (Remember and High-Confidence Know), the proportion 
of old faces endorsed as old (mean hit rate = 0.58) differed sub-
stantially from the proportion of new faces endorsed as old (mean 
false-alarm rate = 0.14). The hit rate was greater than the false-
alarm rate in every condition for these two responses [t(17)’s > 5.2, 
p’s < 0.001]. In general, strong recognition memory can thus be 
inferred when old faces were endorsed in this way in the recogni-
tion test. On the other hand, there was no evidence for veridical 
recognition for Low-Confidence Know, as the hit rate was not 

All images were presented on a computer monitor against a gray 
background. A fixation cross appeared in the center of the screen 
during each interstimulus interval (ISI).

We validated these stimuli for producing the other-race effect 
using behavioral data collected from six Caucasian–American 
females and six African–American females. Procedures for testing 
face recognition were the same as described below. As shown in 
Figure 2, the other-race effect was evident in both groups when com-
paring results for White faces versus Black faces [t(5) = 3.37, p = 0.02 
for Caucasian–American participants; t(5) = "2.96, p = 0.03 for 
African–American participants, two-tailed pairwise t-tests]. These 
data demonstrate that the other-race effect for Caucasian–American 
participants cannot be attributed to the use of OR stimuli that dif-
fered on other stimulus dimensions that made them generally more 
difficult to recognize, because the same faces were recognized better 
than White faces by the African–American participants.

Procedure
The experiment consisted of six study-test blocks. One block from 
each condition (SR, OR1, and OR5) was presented in each half of the 
experiment. The order of block presentation was counterbalanced 
across participants. In each study phase, 30 faces were presented in 
a random order bounded by two primacy buffers and three recency 
buffers. In each test phase, 30 studied and 30 unstudied faces were 
presented in random order. In OR5 blocks, there were six studied 
and unstudied faces from each racial group, with no more than two 
in a row from the same group. Study and test phases were separated 
by a 30-s distraction task in which participants counted backward 
by 3’s from a random number between 100 and 1000.

In the study phase, participants were instructed to pay attention 
to the faces and to try to remember them for an upcoming recog-
nition test while maintaining central fixation. Participants were 
also asked to rate how likely they would be able to remember each 
face. These judgments-of-learning were assigned using a four-point 

FIGURE 2 | Recognition memory data demonstrating the other-race effect. 
Both Caucasian–American and African–American groups showed superior 
recognition memory for same-race faces compared to other-race faces.
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subsequent-hits = 33, range = 17–42; mean for subsequent-
misses = 22, range = 15–33), 16 in the OR1 analysis (mean trial 
count for OR1 subsequent-hits = 30, range = 19–44; mean for 
subsequent-misses = 25, range = 15–36) and 9 in the OR5 analysis 
(mean trial count for OR5 subsequent-hits = 22, range = 16–28; 
mean for subsequent-misses = 21, range = 16–25). Results from 
the OR5 condition should be interpreted with caution because of 
the small sample; our interpretations instead emphasize the SR 
and OR1 conditions. In addition, a further statistical analysis of 
subsequent-memory effects for OR faces was conducted by combin-
ing OR1 and OR5 faces, for which we enforced a more conservative 
inclusion criterion of 25 artifact-free trials. Seventeen participants 
were included in this contrast, for which the mean trial count for 
OR subsequent-hits was 55 (range = 33–72) and the mean for 
subsequent-misses was 43 (range = 28–65).

Previous studies of Dm for faces have yielded topographically 
widespread late positive ERPs (or, with an average reference, both 
late frontocentral positive and late occipito-temporal negative 
ERPs), with larger amplitudes for later-remembered relative to 
later-forgotten faces (Sommer et al., 1991, 1995, 1997; Yovel and 
Paller, 2004; Guo et al., 2005). We expected to obtain a late-onsetting 
Dm for SR faces, but predicted that earlier potentials related to 
perceptual expertise and/or social aspects of processing race might 
also index individuation and thus be correlated with later memory 
uniquely for OR faces. Based on findings from previous studies 
of ERPs sensitive to race or expertise, we focused Dm analyses on 
midline and occipito-temporal recordings.

Late positive Dm. Midline ERPs from SR, OR1, and OR5 condi-
tions are shown in Figure 3. In the SR condition, later-remembered 
faces elicited larger positive ERPs relative to later-forgotten faces 
beginning approximately 200 ms after stimulus onset, maximum 
at centroparietal electrodes. Similar but visibly smaller differences 
were present for OR faces. We conducted separate 2 ! 2 ANOVAs 
examining the mean amplitude of consecutive 200-ms intervals 
from 200 to 800 ms with factors Dm (later-hit/later-miss) and 
Condition (SR/OR) at centroparietal electrode Pzs (a location 
slightly superior to Pz). Data were included from the 16 subjects 
who contributed ERPs for both the SR condition and the combined 

significantly different from the false-alarm rate in two conditions 
[t(17) = "1.27, p = 0.22 for SR; t(17) = "1.71, p = 0.11 for OR1] 
and was lower than the false-alarm rate in the third [t(17) = "2.16, 
p = 0.045 for OR5].

Based on these findings, old faces recognized using the Remember 
and High-Confidence-Know response categories were combined 
to form the Hit category (Remembered) for subsequent analyses. 
Similarly, old faces endorsed with Low-Confidence Know or New 
were classified as Misses (Forgotten), and new faces endorsed as 
old using Remember or High-Confidence-Know responses were 
classified as False Alarms. A Condition (SR, OR1, OR5) ! Response 
Type (Remember, High-Confidence Know) ANOVA revealed that 
the proportions of Remember and High-Confidence Know Hits did 
not did not differ across conditions [F(2,16) = 1.65, p = 0.22 for 
the Condition ! Response interaction], indicating that patterns of 
neural activity that predicted memory for SR and OR faces were not 
confounded with neural activity that predicted later-recollection 
versus later-familiarity.

Discrimination accuracy (as calculated by d#) was compared 
among the three conditions using Hits and False Alarms defined in 
this way. Corresponding d# values (with SE) were 1.63 (0.09), 1.24 
(0.11), and 1.27 (0.13) for SR, OR1, and OR5 conditions, respec-
tively. Accuracy was significantly higher for the SR condition than 
for the OR1 condition [t(17) = 4.5, p < 0.001] or the OR5 condition 
[t(17) = 3.46, p = 0.003]. Accuracy did not differ between OR1 and 
OR5 conditions [t(17) = "0.19, p = 0.85].

In summary, memory results showed the expected pattern. 
Recognition accuracy was superior for SR faces compared to OR 
faces. Furthermore, recognition accuracy was similar when OR faces 
were presented in a homogenous versus a heterogeneous manner.

Electrophysiology
To isolate subsequent-memory effects within each condition, 
encoding trials were sorted into sets of subsequent-hits and sub-
sequent-misses. To avoid an undue influence of a small number 
of trials in some subjects, an inclusion criterion was established 
of 15 artifact-free trials per condition per subject. Dm analyses 
thus included data from less than the full sample. Sixteen sub-
jects were included in the SR analysis (mean trial count for SR 

Table 1 | Recognition memory performance for each experimental condition.

 Recognition response

 Remember High-confidence know Low-confidence know New

SR FACES
Old faces 0.30 (0.03) 0.30 (0.02) 0.24 (0.02) 0.16 (0.02)
New faces 0.02 (0.01) 0.07 (0.02) 0.29 (0.04) 0.62 (0.05)

OR1 FACES
Old faces 0.27 (0.03) 0.31 (0.02) 0.29 (0.03) 0.14 (0.02)
New faces 0.02 (0.01) 0.15 (0.03) 0.35 (0.03) 0.48 (0.06)

OR5 FACES
Old faces 0.28 (0.03) 0.29 (0.03) 0.26 (0.03) 0.17 (0.03)
New faces 0.02 (0.01) 0.14 (0.02) 0.33 (0.03) 0.51 (0.05)

Values indicate proportion endorsed for each possible response. SE indicated in parentheses.
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By contrast, Dm for OR1 faces was significant only at 600–800 ms 
[F(1,15) = 5.64, p = 0.03; other p’s > 0.17]. For OR5 faces, Dm 
was not significant for any interval [F’s(1,8) < 2.17, p’s > 0.18], 
although statistical power was limited by the small sample size. To 
summarize, a late positive Dm was observed at 200–800 ms and 
was particularly robust for SR faces.

Early frontocentral Dm (N200). Inspection of midline waveforms 
revealed subsequent-memory effects in the neighborhood of a 
negative peak around 200 ms, referred to as N200 (Figure 3). The 
direction of these effects differed systematically across conditions. 

OR condition. Dm was marginal at 200–400 ms [F(1,15) = 3.86, 
p = 0.07], and significant over subsequent intervals [F ’s(1,15) > 10, 
p’s < 0.006], indicating more positive amplitudes for later-hits 
relative to later-misses. A Condition ! Dm interaction at 200–
400 ms [F(1,15) = 5.04, p = 0.04] indicated that Dm was larger 
for SR relative to OR faces. A similar trend was non-significant at 
400–600 ms [F(1,15) = 1.29, p = 0.27] and marginal at 600–800 ms 
[F(1,15) = 3.51, p = 0.08].

To further explore the timecourse of effects, we analyzed Dm 
for each interval and for each of the three conditions. For SR faces, 
Dm was significant for every interval [F’s(1,15) > 7.44, p’s < 0.02]. 
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In addition to larger frontocentral N200s for SR relative to 
OR faces, similar findings have been reported for positive-going 
occipito-temporal ERPs occurring around 200 ms (P2 potentials; 
Stahl et al., 2008, 2010). Thus, at the same latency in which SR 
faces elicit greater frontocentral negativities relative to OR faces, 
SR faces also elicit greater occipito-temporal positivities relative to 
OR faces, particularly when an average across all scalp locations is 
used as the reference. Given the proximity of right and left mastoids 
to occipito-temporal locations, using a mastoid reference tends to 
project activity from occipito-temporal sites to frontocentral sites 
with inverted polarity. Thus, these frontocentral N200s may par-
tially or entirely measure the same underlying processes reflected 
in occipito-temporal P2s. We thus examined ERPs re-referencing 
to the average of all scalp locations as follows.

Visually pronounced differences in the resulting waveforms 
occurred in positive-going potentials around 200 ms, referred 
to as P2, which were maximal at right-occipito-temporal elec-
trode T2i. As shown in Figures 4B,D, mean amplitudes from 200 
to 240 ms at this electrode differed across the three conditions 
[F(1.94,33.03) = 19.87, p < 0.001]. Pairwise comparisons revealed 
that P2 amplitudes were larger for SR > OR1 [F(1,17) = 34.04, 
p < 0.001], SR > OR5 [F(1,17) = 7.73, p = 0.01], and OR5 > OR1 
[F(1,17) = 13.85, p = 0.002]. Thus, occipito-temporal P2 potentials 
showed effects at encoding that mirrored those of frontocentral 
N200s. Parallels between N200 and P2 potentials are also evident 
in additional Dm analyses described below.

Early occipito-temporal Dm. In order to examine several possible 
subsequent-memory effects in occipito-temporal potentials, we 
analyzed these ERPs re-referenced to the average of all scalp loca-
tions. Visual inspection of waveforms from the SR and combined 
OR conditions revealed occipito-temporal subsequent-memory 
effects within the first 300 ms that were largest at electrodes T2i in 
the right hemisphere and T1i in the left hemisphere. As depicted 
in Figure 5, Dm was apparent in differences encompassing a nega-
tive peak around 170 ms (referred to as N170), a positive peak 
around 200 ms (referred to as P2), and a negative peak around 
270 ms (referred to as N250). Statistical analyses were conducted 

N200 potentials were larger (more negative) for later-remembered 
relative to later-forgotten OR faces, whereas the opposite pattern 
was apparent for SR faces. N200 Dm effects were maximal at fron-
tocentral electrode Cza, and N200 potentials were quantified as the 
mean amplitude at Cza from 200 to 240 ms. A Condition ! Dm 
ANOVA comparing the SR and combined OR conditions con-
firmed a significant Condition ! Dm interaction [F(1,15) = 10.46, 
p = 0.006]. Within-condition comparisons revealed that N200 
amplitudes were more positive for subsequently remembered rela-
tive to subsequently forgotten SR faces [F(1,15) = 5.68, p = 0.03]. 
By contrast, an opposite-polarity Dm was present for the combined 
OR condition, with more negative amplitudes for subsequent-hits 
than subsequent-misses [F(1,16) = 4.61, p = 0.047, Figure A1 in 
Appendix]. This difference was also significant for OR1 faces con-
sidered separately [F(1,15) = 4.87, p = 0.043]. For OR5 faces, Dm 
was apparent slightly later, and mean amplitude measurements 
from 235 to 265 ms revealed a marginal Dm of the same polarity 
as was observed for OR1 faces [F(1,8) = 3.45, p = 0.10].

Given that similar frontocentral N200 potentials have previ-
ously been found to be larger in response to SR relative to OR 
faces (Ito and Urland, 2003, 2005; Dickter and Bartholow, 2007; 
Kubota and Ito, 2007), we sought to determine whether our data 
replicated this pattern. ERPs were computed for each condition 
regardless of subsequent memory, as depicted in Figures 4A,C. 
Mean amplitudes from 200 to 240 ms at Cza differed across the 
three conditions [F(1.95,33.19) = 15.43 p > 0.001]. Pairwise com-
parisons revealed that N200 amplitudes were larger for SR > OR1 
[F(1,17) = 26.22, p < 0.001], SR > OR5 [F(1,17) = 4.69, p = 0.045], 
and OR5 > OR1 [F(1,17) = 12.82, p = 0.002]. However, interpre-
tations of the OR5 > OR1 difference are complicated by overlap 
from a prior positivity peaking between 150 and 200 ms, which is 
also more positive for OR1 > OR5 [F(1,17) = 7.65, p = 0.01]. Thus, 
these data are equivocal with respect to whether N200 potentials 
per se differentiated between the two OR conditions. Regardless, 
these analyses suggest that N200 potentials during face encoding 
reflected a process engaged to a greater extent for SR relative to 
OR faces in addition to exhibiting an OR-specific relationship to 
subsequent memory.
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FIGURE 4 | Event-related potentials at encoding for SR, OR1, and OR5 
faces, independent of subsequent memory. (A) Waveforms at 
frontocentral electrode Cza computed using a mastoid reference. 
(B) Waveforms at right-occipito-temporal electrode T2i computed using an 

average reference. (C) Topography of differences between conditions from 
200 to 240 ms computed using a mastoid reference. (D) Topography of 
differences between conditions from 200 to 240 ms computed using an 
average reference.
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later P2 peak in this comparison]. No Dm ! Hemisphere interac-
tions emerged in any condition [all p’s > 0.17]. Thus, Dm effects in 
occipito-temporal P2 potentials assessed using averaged-referenced 
data were similar to those found in frontocentral N200 potentials 
using mastoid-referenced data. Whereas N200 potentials were more 
negative for later-remembered related to later-forgotten OR faces, 
P2 potentials were more positive for later-remembered relative to 
later-forgotten OR faces.

N250 subsequent-memory effects were visually apparent within 
the SR condition only. Formal comparisons from 275 to 350 ms 
revealed no significant main effects or interactions involving Dm 
except a Dm ! Hemisphere ! Condition interaction [F(1,15) = 4.54, 
p = 0.050; other p’s > 0.12]. Within-condition analyses concerned 
mean amplitudes over a 40-ms interval centered on the peak of 
N250 potentials between 275 and 350 ms in each condition. A 
marginal main effect of Dm was present for SR faces [312–352 ms 
at T1i, 309–349 ms at T2i, F(1,15) = 3.68, p = 0.07], as N250 ampli-
tudes were greater for later-remembered relative to later-forgotten 
faces. Dm was not significant for the combined group of OR faces 
[F(1,16) = 0.41, p = 0.53, Figure A1 in Appendix], nor for OR1 
or OR5 faces considered separately [p’s > 0.19]. No significant 
Dm ! Hemisphere interactions emerged in any condition [all 
p’s > 0.15].

DISCUSSION
Event-related potentials recorded during the encoding phase of 
a recognition paradigm provided evidence that the neural loci of 
memory failures and successes for OR faces are partially distinct 
from those for SR faces. Dm effects for OR and SR faces differed 
within two different time intervals, presumably reflecting two 

using repeated-measures ANOVAs with factors Condition (SR/
Combined OR), Dm (Later-Hit/Later-Miss), and Hemisphere 
(Right/Left) for each potential, followed by Dm ! Hemisphere 
ANOVAs within each condition.

When N170 potentials were measured as a function of subse-
quent memory, amplitudes were slightly more negative for later-
remembered relative to later-forgotten faces. However, formal 
comparisons from 150 to 200 ms at T1i and T2i revealed no main 
effects or interactions involving Dm [p’s > 0.26]. Within-condition 
analyses concerned mean amplitudes over a 20-ms interval centered 
on the peak difference measured between 150 and 200 ms at each 
electrode in each condition. No significant main effects of Dm 
[F’s < 2.5, p’s > 0.14] or Dm ! Hemisphere interactions [F’s < 0.33, 
p’s > 0.58] were obtained.

We were particularly interested in the extent to which P2 poten-
tials exhibited subsequent-memory effects that mirrored those of 
frontocentral N200 potentials in the prior analyses. Formal com-
parisons from 200 to 240 ms revealed a significant Dm ! Condition 
interaction [F(1,15) = 7.42, p = 0.02]. Other main effects and inter-
actions involving Dm were non-significant [p’s > 0.07]. Within-
condition analyses revealed a significant main effect of Dm for SR 
faces [F(1,15) = 5.41, p = 0.03], such that later-remembered SR faces 
exhibited smaller P2 potentials than did later-forgotten SR faces. 
By contrast, the combined group of OR faces showed the oppo-
site pattern, by which later-remembered faces exhibited larger P2 
potentials relative to later-forgotten faces [F(1,16) = 4.66 p = 0.046, 
see Figure A1 in Appendix]. Similar trends were non-significant 
for OR1 faces considered separately [F(1,15) = 2.57, p = 0.13], 
and marginal for OR5 faces considered separately [F(1,8) = 5.11, 
p = 0.054, measured from 235 to 265 in ms to reflect a slightly 
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FIGURE 5 | Subsequent-memory effects at occipito-temporal locations. 
ERPs at encoding are contrasted as a function of later memory for SR (top), 
OR1 (center), and OR5 faces (bottom, based on a subset of nine participants). 

Whereas waveforms in other figures were computed using a mastoid 
reference, these waveforms were computed using an average reference 
(see text).
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to decrease when faces are transformed along featural or configural 
dimensions, such that they are smaller for faces that appear more 
unique (although this pattern may be specific to within-identity 
transformations and has not been examined in OR faces; Halit 
et al., 2000; Burkhardt et al., 2010). On the basis these reports, 
N200 and P2 potentials appear to have opposing relationships to 
perceptual uniqueness. One possible explanation for this pattern 
is that greater prototypicality for SR faces, but not for non-faces, 
allows for more fine-grained perceptual processing, given the exten-
sive experience perceivers have individuating prototypical SR faces. 
Indeed, a smaller perceptual difference is needed to distinguish 
two typical faces relative to two atypical faces (Tanaka et al., 1998; 
Tanaka and Corneille, 2007). Thus, paradoxically, SR faces with less 
unique appearances may be attended and processed on a more indi-
viduating level. However, future research is needed to substantiate 
this speculation and, more generally, to elucidate the relationship 
between N200s and P2s.

An unexpected finding was that both N200 and P2 potentials 
showed an opposite-polarity Dm for SR versus OR faces. For exam-
ple, N200 potentials were smaller (more positive) for later-remem-
bered relative to later-forgotten SR faces. The findings for SR faces, 
however, may reflect the early onset of the late positive Dm for SR 
faces, which was significant over 200–400 ms and so overlapped 
with N200 and P2 potentials. In other words, the apparent relation-
ship between N200 amplitude and later memory for SR faces may 
reflect the same phenomenon described as the late positive Dm.

Among all the potentials examined, frontocentral N200 poten-
tials and occipito-temporal P2 potentials were particularly informa-
tive because they yielded OR-specific Dm findings. We thus propose 
that these potentials indexed face individuation that tended to be 
uniformly high for SR faces but lower and more variable for OR 
faces. Findings here and in prior reports of larger N200 and P2 
potentials for SR relative to OR faces could likewise signal deficient 
individuation for OR faces. And yet, OR face encoding is not uni-
formly deficient. Despite the multiple perceptual and social factors 
working against the successful encoding of OR faces, some of these 
faces are nonetheless successfully memorized. We hypothesize that 
the larger N200 and P2 potentials exhibited for remembered OR 
faces in the present study indexed greater processing of perceptu-
ally unique facial information, which afforded more individuated 
encoding (as routinely applied to SR faces). This account is prem-
ised on the idea that there is functionally meaningful variability 
in N200 and P2 amplitudes when OR faces are encoded, but it 
does not address the specific causes of this variability. Thus, the 
question remains – what determines the extent to which OR face 
individuation occurs?

Given the dependence of N200 novelty effects on attention to 
novel features, it is possible that attentional fluctuations across the 
course of an encoding session are the primary source of this vari-
ability. P2 potentials to OR faces have also been found to be influ-
enced by attentional manipulations (Stahl et al., 2010). However, 
it is plausible that specific OR faces were particularly prone to 
individuation, and therefore that stimulus-based ERP effects may 
have been present. For example, highly distinctive OR faces may 
not require such fine-grained analysis in order to be adequately 
encoded (Tanaka et al., 1998). Furthermore, findings from Sommer 
et al. (1995) suggest that Dm for faces can be intimately related 

 different stages of face encoding. Face encoding may be deficient 
for OR faces both with respect to individuation, as reflected by 
effects on frontocentral N200 and occipito-temporal P2 potentials, 
and with respect to semantic elaboration, as indicated by the late 
positive Dm findings.

A late positive Dm was present for both SR and OR faces, but 
was larger for SR faces. Within-condition Dm analyses revealed 
that the onset of this Dm was later for OR relative to SR faces. We 
interpret this Dm as a reflection of differential elaborative encod-
ing, consistent with similar ERP findings with non-face stimuli 
as well as with behavioral evidence that semantic elaboration is a 
less-effective encoding strategy for OR than for SR faces (Rhodes 
et al., 2009; Stahl et al., 2010). Semantic elaboration may generally 
transpire during encoding over the interval from approximately 
200–800 ms after face onset, in keeping with the robust subsequent-
memory effects found for SR faces in this interval.

An earlier, temporally restricted, and OR-selective Dm was 
found in frontocentral N200 potentials, which were more nega-
tive for later-remembered relative to later-forgotten OR faces. In 
addition, occipito-temporal P2 potentials showed a parallel pattern 
when average-referenced data were examined, such that P2 poten-
tials were larger for later-remembered relative to later-forgotten 
OR faces. These findings concur with other parallels between N200 
and P2 potentials evident in the literature on race and face percep-
tion. Indeed, during face perception tasks, both N200 potentials 
(assessed using mastoid references) and P2 potentials (assessed 
using average references) have been larger for SR relative to OR 
faces. N200 differences have been interpreted to reflect perceivers’ 
greater abilities and/or tendencies to orient toward unique aspects 
of SR faces (Ito and Urland, 2003, 2005; Kubota and Ito, 2007). 
P2 potentials have been specifically attributed to the extraction 
of physiognomic information, especially configural information 
(Latinus and Taylor, 2006; Stahl et al., 2008, 2010), which is thought 
to be a primary means by which faces are individuated. The present 
findings support these interpretations by showing that both N200 
and P2 potentials reflect encoding processes consistently engaged 
for SR faces but variable for OR faces, such that greater amplitudes 
predict subsequent memory only for the latter. Poor individuation 
at this early latency could also have diminished the effectiveness 
of later elaborative encoding, thus contributing to the pattern by 
which less robust late positive Dm effects were observed for OR 
relative to SR faces.

Given the many parallels exhibited here and elsewhere between 
frontocentral N200 potentials and occipito-temporal P2 potentials, 
it is tempting to conclude that these ERPs are functionally the same. 
However, further research is needed to substantiate this possibility 
given that N200s and P2s have generally been studied in separate 
experiments. Indeed, the functional properties of N200s and P2s 
described in the literature are not identical. N200 potentials are 
enhanced by the presence of perceptually unique stimulus features 
in non-face items (Folstein and van Petten, 2008; Folstein et al., 
2008). For example, Folstein et al. (2008) examined N200 potentials 
during classification tasks involving artificial creatures, and found 
larger N200 potentials for creatures with relatively unique percep-
tual features when those features represented task-relevant dimen-
sions. Although occipito-temporal P2s have not been extensively 
examined using non-face stimuli, P2 amplitudes have been found 
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Procedure
Participants saw the six blocks of faces from Experiment 1. Stimulus 
presentation was identical to that in Experiment 1 except that the 
test phases were omitted. After receiving instructions and rating 
each face once, participants received new instructions and then 
rated all faces a second time.

Participants rated each face according to a different five-point 
scale for each task. For distinctiveness, Button 1 corresponded to 
“not at all distinctive” while Button 5 corresponded to “very dis-
tinctive.” For approachability, Button 1 corresponded to “not at all 
approachable” while Button 5 corresponded to “most approachable.” 
For race-stereotypicality (following the procedures of Eberhardt 
et al., 2004), participants were instructed to rate stereotypicality 
using physical features that most people would associate with indi-
viduals of that race. They were instructed to use any number of 
physical features (e.g., lips, nose, hair texture, skin tone) to make 
these ratings. Button 1 corresponded to “not at all stereotypical” 
while Button 5 corresponded to “very stereotypical.” For facial 
affect, Button 1 indicated “a very negative emotional expression” 
while Button 5 indicated “a very positive emotional expression.”

RESULTS
Overall ratings by condition
Table 2 shows results for each characteristic on which faces were 
rated. Statistical analyses revealed no significant differences 
among the three conditions in average ratings for distinctiveness, 
approachability, or facial affect (p’s > 0.32). By contrast, ratings 
of race-stereotypicality varied by condition [F(2,201) = 5.54, 
p = 0.005], as race-stereotypicality was higher for OR1 relative to 
SR faces [t(142) = "3.15, p = 0.002], and higher for OR5 relative 
to SR faces [t(130) = "2.74, p = 0.007]. Race-stereotypicality did 
not differ between OR1 and OR5 faces [t(130) = 0.28, p = 0.78].

Intercorrelations among these ratings were also examined. Affect 
and approachability were positively correlated for all three conditions 
(r’s > 0.90, p’s < 0.001), indicating that faces displaying more positive 
affect were judged to be more approachable. Affect and race-stereotyp-
icality were positively correlated for SR [r(70) = 0.52, p < 0.001] and 
OR5 faces [r(58) = 0.36, p = 0.005], but not for OR1 faces [r(70) = 0.05, 
p = 0.67], indicating that SR and OR5 faces displaying a more positive 
expression were judged to be more stereotypical. Likewise, approach-
ability and race-stereotypicality were also positively correlated for 
SR [r(70) = 0.53, p < 0.001] and OR5 faces [r(58) = 0.35, p = 0.007], 
but not for OR1 faces [r(70) = 0.14, p = 0.24], indicating that SR and 
OR5 faces that were judged to be more approachable were also judged 

to facial distinctiveness. Thus, N200 and/or P2 enhancements to 
later-remembered OR faces may have stemmed from the presence 
of particularly distinctive facial information. In a like manner, 
variations in race-atypical features, rather than distinctiveness per 
se, may account for these variations. OR faces that appear race-
atypical may be encoded more effectively, with greater emphasis 
on individuating information, larger N200 and P2 amplitudes, and 
superior subsequent recognition. In Experiment 2 we investigated 
these possibilities by collecting norms for distinctiveness and race-
stereotypicality for the same set of facial images, and by applying 
these norms in further analyses of data from Experiment 1.

EXPERIMENT 2
We collected face ratings along four dimensions. In addition to 
measuring distinctiveness and race-stereotypicality, we also exam-
ined approachability and facial affect. These last two factors might be 
expected to influence N200 and/or P2 amplitudes given some social-
cognitive accounts of the other-race effect that posit a strong role 
of motivation in determining whether perceivers allocate resources 
toward processing individuating features of outgroup members 
(e.g., Rodin, 1987; Ackerman et al., 2006). Ackerman et al. (2006) 
hypothesized that motivation to individuate outgroup members is 
strongest when those outgroup members appear to be threatening. 
In support of this hypothesis, these authors found that the other-race 
effect was eliminated when OR faces displayed angry expressions. 
Affective factors such as expression or perceived approachability 
could thus contribute to the likelihood of individuation.

We used these ratings to re-analyze ERP data from Experiment 1, 
grouping encoding trials from each condition according to con-
sensus characteristics. This strategy allowed us to examine effects 
of these stimulus characteristics on ERPs elicited during encoding 
without complicating interpretations by introducing additional 
task requirements. In addition, we examined relationships between 
the characteristics assessed in Experiment 2 and behavioral meas-
ures of memorability assessed in Experiment 1.

METHODS
Participants
A total of 96 adult females (undergraduate students 18–21 years 
of age) participated in the experiment and received course credit. 
All identified their race as White or Caucasian. Half rated faces for 
distinctiveness and approachability, in counterbalanced order. The 
remaining half rated faces for race-stereotypicality and facial affect, 
also in counterbalanced order.

Table 2 | Average rating of distinctiveness, approachability, race-stereotypicality, and facial affect assigned to faces within each condition.

 Average rating

 Distinctiveness Approachability Race-stereotypicality Facial affect

SR faces 2.80 (0.05) 2.72 (0.07) 3.13 (0.05) 2.96 (0.08)
OR1 faces 2.87 (0.05) 2.75 (0.09) 3.36 (0.06) 3.00 (0.10)
OR5 faces 2.85 (0.05) 2.61 (0.08) 3.33 (0.06) 2.91 (0.09)

All ratings were made on a five-point scale. For distinctiveness, approachability, and race-stereotypicality, a lower rating indicates lower value. For ratings of facial 
affect, a lower rating indicates a more negative expression. SE indicated in parentheses.
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Ratings and ERPs
To examine the possible relevance of race-stereotypicality to the 
OR-specific N200 and P2 Dm effects in Experiment 1, we asked 
whether these ERPs also tracked variations in consensus race-
stereotypicality. ERPs obtained at encoding during Experiment 1 
were calculated by sorting trials within each condition according 
to median splits by rating (i.e., atypical versus stereotypical). N200 
comparisons were performed using mastoid-referenced data for 
mean amplitudes measured at electrode Cza from 200 to 240 ms 
within each condition. P2 comparisons were performed using aver-
age-referenced data by measuring mean amplitudes at T2i and T1i 
from 200 to 240 ms in each condition.

As shown in Figure 6, OR faces elicited a pronounced, topo-
graphically widespread negativity for atypical relative to stereotypi-
cal faces. Whereas frontocentral N200 potentials to SR faces were 
not influenced by race-stereotypicality [F(1,17) = 0.11, p = 0.74], 
N200 potentials to OR1 faces showed a marginal effect in that 
they tended to be greater for atypical relative to stereotypical faces 
[F(1,17) = 3.33, p = 0.086]. This negative shift continued for sev-
eral hundred milliseconds. N200s to OR5 faces were significantly 
greater for atypical relative to stereotypical faces [F(1,17) = 8.81, 
p = 0.009]. In short, the OR-selective sensitivity of frontocen-
tral N200 potentials to subsequent memory (more negative for 
later-remembered than later-forgotten faces) was paralleled 
by the sensitivity of these potentials to the degree to which OR 
faces possessed features that were consistently rated by others as 
race-atypical. The same pattern occurred in occipito-temporal 
P2 potentials, which showed a main effect of stereotypicality for 
OR1 [F(1,17) = 6.01, p = 0.025] and OR5 faces [F(1,17) = 5.91, 
p = 0.026], but not for SR faces [F(1,17) = 1.63, p = 0.22]. No sig-
nificant Stereotypicality ! Hemisphere interactions were present 
in any condition [p’s > 0.27].

A further analysis focused on effects of consensus distinctive-
ness. Corresponding waveforms are shown in Figure 7. For OR1 
faces, a negative deflection between 200 and 240 ms was more 
negative for distinctive relative to non-distinctive faces. Unlike 
the frontocentral Dm and race-stereotypicality effect found 
in this latency, the distinctiveness effect had a posterior focus, 
largest at electrode Pzs [F(1,17) = 7.2, p = 0.02 for the distinc-
tive > non-distinctive comparison at this electrode]. No effect of 
distinctiveness was found in the N200 range for SR or OR5 faces 
at either Pzs [F(1,17) = 0.04, p = 0.84 for SR faces; F(1,17) = 0.01, 
p = 0.93 for OR5 faces] or Cza [F(1,17) = 0.34, p = 0.57 for SR 
faces; F(1,17) < 0.001, p > 0.99 for OR5 faces]. Analyses of P2 
potentials revealed no significant effects of distinctiveness or 
distinctiveness ! hemisphere interactions in any condition (all 
p’s > 0.14). Thus, although distinctiveness correlated significantly 
with memorability for faces in all three conditions, distinctive-
ness ratings related to N200 potentials only for OR1 faces, and 
did not relate to P2 potentials in any condition. These findings 
suggest that the relationship between N200 and P2 potentials and 
subsequent memory for OR faces does not arise by virtue of an 
association between these potentials and the detection of distinc-
tiveness. Distinctiveness and race-stereotypicality were positively 
correlated for OR1 faces only, suggesting that N200 potentials for 
OR1 faces may be present in the distinctiveness contrast indirectly 
because of their association with race-stereotypicality.

to be more stereotypical. Finally, for OR1 faces only, distinctiveness 
was negatively correlated with race-stereotypicality [r(70) = "0.48, 
p < 0.001; r’s for SR and OR5 faces = "0.10 and "0.12, respectively; 
p’s > 0.34]. Thus, OR1 faces that were perceived as more distinctive 
in appearance were also perceived to be less stereotypical.

Ratings and face memorability
To determine whether across-face variations in these consen-
sus characteristics related differentially to recognition accuracy 
in Experiment 1, we conducted a correlational analysis for each 
rating. For this purpose, we used the average memory judgment 
across all participants in Experiment 1 as a measure of face memo-
rability for each face, wherein a lower value indicated a better- 
remembered face (1 for remember, 2 for high-confidence know, 
3 for low-confidence know, and 4 for new). Each face thus had a 
memorability index along with a rating of consensus distinctive-
ness, race-stereotypicality, approachability, and facial affect. The 
only significant correlation between any rating and face memorabil-
ity was a negative correlation between distinctiveness and memo-
rability [r’s = "0.62, "0.60, and "0.39 for SR, OR1, and OR5 faces, 
respectively, p’s < 0.002]. These findings are in line with previous 
evidence that distinctiveness benefits face memory (Bartlett et al., 
1984; Vokey and Read, 1992; Sommer et al., 1995), although this 
relationship was no stronger for OR than for SR faces. Correlations 
between memorability and approachability, race-stereotypicality, 
or facial affect were non-significant (r’s < 0.15, p’s > 0.13).

As previously mentioned, our a priori hypothesis was that race-
stereotypicality would influence memory for OR faces such that 
less stereotypical faces would be better remembered. To examine 
this relationship, we divided OR1 faces into four quartiles based 
on race-stereotypicality (Table 3). The main effect of quartile on 
memory was marginal [F(3,68) = 2.72, p = 0.051]. Pairwise com-
parisons revealed that this effect was driven by better memory 
for faces in the least stereotypical quartile relative to the others 
[F(1,34) = 4.71, p = 0.04 for Q1 relative to Q2; F(1,34) = 6.81, 
p = 0.01 for Q1 relative to Q3; F(1,34) = 4.95, p = 0.03 for Q1 relative 
to Q4]. Thus, consensus race-stereotypicality influenced memory 
only for the least stereotypical faces, which were recognized best. 
Similar analyses by quartiles did not reveal significant effects of 
race-stereotypicality on memory for OR5 and SR faces [F(3,56) = 2, 
p = 0.13 and F(3,68) = 1.38, p = 0.26, respectively].

Table 3 | Recognition accuracy for faces in Experiment 1 as a function of 
consensus ratings of race-typicality in Experiment 2.

 Average memory rating 
 in Experiment 1

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

SR faces 2.36 (0.13) 2.16 (0.09) 2.49 (0.13) 2.21 (0.15)
OR1 faces 2.02 (0.12) 2.44 (0.15) 2.45 (0.12) 2.35 (0.09)
OR5 faces 2.40 (0.13) 2.34 (0.11) 2.40 (0.11) 2.06 (0.11)

Q1 represents the least race-stereotypical faces, while Q4 represents the most 
race-stereotypical faces. Memory ratings range from 1 to 4, with lower ratings 
corresponding to better memory. SE indicated in parentheses. Gray shading 
highlights the superior average memory ratings for Q1 OR1 faces relative to 
those in Qs 2–4.
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strategies are less effective for OR faces (Rhodes et al., 2009; 
Stahl et al., 2010). Most intriguingly, Dm effects for OR faces 
included frontocentral N200 potentials previously linked to 
attention-dependent individuation. When data were analyzed 
using an average reference instead of a mastoid reference, Dm 
effects were evident in occipito-temporal P2 potentials, which 
have also been linked to face individuation. Whereas N200 and 
P2 amplitudes were greater for SR relative to OR faces overall, 
these potentials were larger for later-remembered relative to later-
forgotten OR faces only. These findings can be understood in 

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Previous studies have examined electrophysiological correlates 
of memory formation with faces (Sommer et al., 1991, 1995, 
1997; Yovel and Paller, 2004; Guo et al., 2005) but the present 
study is the first to contrast results for SR versus OR faces. Robust 
late positive Dm effects believed to reflect elaborative encoding 
occurred for SR faces, as previously observed for various stimuli, 
including faces, words, and common objects. Late positive Dm 
effects for OR faces were less robust and less extended in time, 
consistent with behavioral findings that elaborative encoding 
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FIGURE 6 | Consensus race-typicality effects on midline ERPs. Trials were divided via a median split into high stereotypical faces and low stereotypical faces for 

SR, OR1, and OR5 conditions (left, center, and right, respectively). (A) Waveforms for the same five midline electrode locations depicted in Figure 3. (B) Waveforms 
from right-occipito-temporal electrode T2i, computed using averaged-reference data.
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of an OR individual, N200 and P2 potentials at encoding will be 
smaller and subsequent recognition less likely. This pattern does not 
reflect an overall sensitivity of these potentials to facial distinctive-
ness per se, because the ERP contrast for consensus distinctiveness 
did not yield differences in these potentials. Rather, these potentials 
correlated specifically with the extent to which an OR face did not 
possess physical features considered to be race-stereotypical. These 
findings directly support previous claims that both P2 and N200 
enhancements to SR relative to OR faces reflect greater abilities and/
or tendencies to process SR faces beyond the social-category level, 
orienting instead toward individuating information that enhances 

light of the  proposal that individuating information was encoded 
dependably for SR faces, but in a weaker and more variable man-
ner for OR faces.

Consensus ratings of race-stereotypicality from a separate group 
of participants shed additional light on the key ERP results that 
frontocentral N200 potentials and occipito-temporal P2 potentials 
predicted later memory for OR faces. The OR faces rated as least 
stereotypical by broad consensus also yielded larger N200 and P2 
amplitudes. Moreover, race-atypical OR1 faces were better remem-
bered than were stereotypical OR1 faces. These findings suggest 
that, to the extent that a face resembles the stereotypical appearance 
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FIGURE 7 | Consensus distinctiveness effects on midline ERPs. Trials were divided via a median split into high-distinctiveness and low-distinctiveness categories 
for SR, OR1, and OR5 conditions (left, center, and right, respectively). (A) Waveforms for the same five midline electrode locations depicted in Figures 3 and 6. (B) 
Waveforms from right-occipito-temporal electrode T2i, computed using averaged-reference data.
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Indeed, the present electrophysiological evidence points to two 
aspects of encoding that differed for SR and OR faces – an early stage 
of face individuation and a later stage of elaboration – highlighting the 
principle that both perceptual and conceptual encoding are relevant 
for understanding successful memory in general. Furthermore, the 
N200/P2 measures described here pinpoint the timing of deficient 
individuation for OR faces and may provide a means to put various 
theories regarding the other-race effect to further test. For example, 
some studies have provided apparent support for social-cognitive 
accounts by demonstrating impaired memory for SR faces categorized 
as outgroup members relative to SR faces categorized as ingroup mem-
bers (Bernstein et al., 2007; Shriver et al., 2008). However, it is currently 
unclear whether these manipulations influence face recognition via 
the same mechanisms typically operative in the other-race effect. N200 
and P2 effects in the present study suggest that the mnemonic fate of 
OR faces hinged on an early individuation process that presented no 
obstacle to the encoding of SR faces. If outgroup categorization were 
shown to lead to reduced N200 and P2 potentials for SR faces, such 
a finding would bolster claims that outgroup categorization alone 
can account for poor face individuation. In addition, ERP evidence 
could also shed light on the attenuation of the other-race effect that 
has been achieved through manipulations such as expertise training 
(Tanaka and Pierce, 2009), positive mood induction (Johnson and 
Fredrickson, 2005), varying facial expressions (Ackerman et al., 2006), 
and instructing participants to individuate OR faces (Hugenberg et al., 
2007; Rhodes et al., 2009). Future research could examine whether 
improvements in OR face memory engendered by these manipula-
tions are mirrored by increased N200 or P2 potentials, and whether 
these manipulations alter processing at multiple stages of encoding, 
such as individuation and/or elaboration.

One limitation of this study is that all participants were 
Caucasian–American. Although other-race effects have been 
found in racial minorities when remembering faces and voices, 
such effects tend to be weaker and less consistent than in racial 
majorities (Golby et al., 2001; Meissner and Brigham, 2001; Chiao 
et al., 2006; Perrachione et al., 2010). Minority-group members 
may be more able and/or more likely to individuate OR faces than 
are majority-group members, or they may more readily switch 
encoding strategies to optimize them as needed for different racial 
categories. Comparisons between majority-White and minority-
Non-White perceivers have shown that N200 enhancements to 
SR relative to OR faces are similar (Dickter and Bartholow, 2007; 
Willadsen-Jensen and Ito, 2008). Interestingly, however, Willadsen-
Jensen and Ito (2008) reported flexible SR/OR effects in a group of 
Asian–Americans as a function of the context in which faces were 
viewed; N200s were greater for Asian compared to White faces dur-
ing blocks that were 80% Asian and 20% White, but were greater 
for White compared to Asian faces when this ratio was reversed. 
Thus, these participants appeared to change how they attended 
to individuating information in order to optimize encoding. By 
contrast, similar contextual manipulations in other studies did 
not influence N200s in Caucasian–Americans (Ito and Urland, 
2003, 2005). A fruitful direction for future research may thus be 
to examine ways in which N200 and/or P2 potentials relate to face 
individuation and subsequent memory in a variety of perceiver and 
target racial groups in order to paint a more complete picture of the 
many perceptual and social factors that influence face recognition.

subsequent recognition. The other-race effect can thus be explained 
as a consequence of this failure to detect or orient toward individu-
ating information in OR faces.

As previously mentioned, both perceptual-expertise and social-
cognitive theories of the other-race effect have been proposed. How 
do the present findings fit with these accounts? A prominent per-
ceptual-expertise model is the multidimensional face-space model 
(Valentine, 1991), which suggests that faces are coded along multi-
ple perceptual dimensions that evolve in accordance with lifelong 
experience to optimally discriminate among faces. When people’s 
exposure to faces is predominantly limited to their own race, their 
“face space” evolves to emphasize the dimensions that best discrimi-
nate among SR faces. Consequently, these coding dimensions when 
applied to OR faces could correspond to race-specifying rather 
than individuating features. With respect to the present results, a 
set of dimensions optimized (in accordance with this model) for 
SR faces would be less reliably able to capture important variations 
among OR faces that would allow each face be encoded in a way 
that discriminates it from other faces of the same racial group. It 
is precisely the detection of this unique individuating informa-
tion that we hypothesize to be reflected in N200 and P2 potentials. 
Furthermore, because race-atypical OR faces may be more likely to 
vary along dimensions that other OR faces have in common, they 
would be expected to elicit greater N200 and P2 potentials and to 
be better remembered than stereotypical OR faces.

Despite the ease with which perceptual-expertise models can 
accommodate these results, social-cognitive explanations also 
remain plausible. Importantly, N200 potentials are only sensitive 
to visual novelty when it occurs along task-relevant or attended 
dimensions (Folstein and Van Petten, 2008). Prominent social-
cognitive accounts of the other-race effect suggest that attention 
is directed away from individuating information within OR faces 
because perceivers rapidly and automatically categorize OR faces by 
race (e.g., Hugenberg and Sacco, 2008). There is evidence that cat-
egory stereotypes are activated during encounters with OR faces, as 
stereotype-congruent concepts are processed more fluently follow-
ing such encounters (Macrae and Bodenhausen, 2000; Eberhardt 
et al., 2004; Wheeler and Fiske, 2005). Furthermore, stereotype-
congruent biases are found during and after relevant encounters in 
judgments regarding many attributes, including racial stereotypes 
(Corneille et al., 2004), facial affect (Hugenberg and Bodenhausen, 
2003), and skin tone (Levin and Banaji, 2006). Strikingly, when 
faces are racially ambiguous, merely categorizing a face as belong-
ing to one racial group or another may determine the direction-
ality of these biases (MacLin and Malpass, 2003; but see Rhodes 
et al., 2010). Thus, social categorization alone could impair OR 
face encoding by emphasizing race-specifying features. Stereotype 
activation has been found to be strongest – and therefore most 
likely to disrupt individuation – in response to OR individuals who 
appear race-stereotypical (e.g., Blair et al., 2002, 2004; Eberhardt 
et al., 2004), which could account for the presence of better memory 
and greater N200 and P2 potentials for race-atypical OR faces in 
the present study. On the whole, facial individuation, as indexed by 
these early potentials, may be susceptible to both social-cognitive 
and perceptual biases. The present findings are not at odds with 
the notion that both perceptual and social-cognitive factors can 
contribute to the memory disadvantage for OR faces.
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APPENDIX
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FIGURE A1 | Subsequent-memory effects for OR faces, collapsed across 
the OR1 and OR5 conditions. (A) Waveforms for frontal electrode Fzp, 
frontocentral electrode Cza, and parietal electrode Pzs. (B) Topography 

of corresponding subsequent-memory effects. (C) Subsequent-memory 
effects at occipito-temporal electrodes computed using an average 
reference.
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